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“Streetwear is an art movement. It is a 
way of  making things”- Virgil Abloh

• The quote above is the underlying theory for PC—S.’s current 
work, as it opens up possibilities of what Streetwear is and 
can become, especially as it has reached a point of 
maximum influence over traditional fashion.


• Defining streetwear as an art movement expands the 
community beyond the walls of fashion, and allows 
opportunity for cross-industrial collaboration; resulting in 
garments which have been pieced together using traditional 
fashion techniques, while being expressed through a different 
creative lens.


• This process then becomes “a way of making things”.

• As a studio adopting this approach, what this means to us is 
that we used a cross disciplinary approach to help Streetwear 
brand creators explore their vision, powered by 3D 
visualisation.


• From research to concept ideation, mood boarding, tech 
pack creation, graphic design etc., we engage all the tools in 
our arsenal to help develop collections/ projects for 
Streetwear brands who wish to take their design process a 
bit further.


• We believe this is the next step for Streetwear, as it has now 
reached a point of maturity, operating at the same level as 
traditional fashion.


• Non-streetwear brands that wish to explore this approach are 
equally welcome.









 

FIGURE: Zip-Up hoodie, construction process


• Streetwear at its core is heavily dependent on a DIY 
approach to design, using resources at ones disposal for 
efficient creative expression.


• From screen-printing on blanks to heavily graphic-
dependent garments, adoption of these techniques by 
high-fashion brands has elevated the level at which 
Streetwear can play.


• Naturally, this means that to stay ahead of an industry 
with relatively low barriers to entry, Streetwear brands 
now need to place even more focus on their design 
approach, particularly garment construction.


• Louis Vuitton makes hoodies now, so naturally this has 
increased the expectations of most consumers when it 
comes to what they expect from a hoodie.


• The FIGURE above is a deconstruction of a hoodie we 
have designed, breaking down the typical hoodie into 
patterns for manipulation.

• At PC.—S, our job is to help you explore possible 
approaches to design, which would channel your brand 
vision, as well as set itself apart from what other brands 
do.


• With 3D visualisation, we can make changes and 
adjustments using real-life garment measurements, 
enabling you to save physical sampling costs till you have 
a design you are fine with.


• From experimenting with graphics, fabric weight and 
type, texture, trims (zippers and cords) etc., we can 
collaborate on the right vision for your brand.


• By breaking down each garment type to its very essence, 
we can now explore changes which would bring us closer 
to your ideal garment.




 

“Louis Vuitton makes hoodies 
now” let that sink in.



 Some Garment Construction Work

VARSITY JACKET: A Streetwear staple, this 
garment has been co-created with a previous 
client. The aim of this particular design was to 
re-imagine this garment using our clients brand 
vision. In order to not stray too far from 
familiarity, simple additions were made. These 
include front classic flip pockets, sleeve cuffs and 
special attention paid to fabric weight.

CARGO PANTS: This piece is made after the 
typical cargo trousers, but factors in heavy weight 
fabric and cuffs at the hem. It was also made in 
collaboration with a Client brand.

BODYSUIT: While this piece was designed as a 
digital wearable, it was also designed with physical 
production in mind. Exploring the possibilities of a 
leather biker bodysuit and factoring in graphic 
placements, typically associated with streetwear.

VARSITY JACKET X CONTEMPORARY ART: 
There are only so many ways one can design a varsity jacket. 
However, with a cross-disciplinary approach, one has more 
avenues for creative expression e.g. graphic design, contemporary 
art etc. This means that even when two garments are inherently 
the same in fashion design, additional can be made to differentiate 
them. Here, we have used a Teddy bear.

GRAPHIC HOODIE:
Key focus here includes graphic placement, fabric 
weight, pattern sizing/ proportion, 

CARGO SHORTS:
Key focus here includes graphic 
placement, trim development 
(Drawcord and Delrin clips), pockets 
sizing etc.

BALACLAVA



 Some Accessory Design Work

Technical eyewear study. 2022 Hermes ‘Kelly’ Bag remodel. 2022 Jumbo Silver Necklace. 2022

Puffer Bag concept. 2021Eyewear Study. 2022Jumbo Chunky Gold necklace. 2022

Asymmetric flip bag. 2021 Asymmetric flip bag 2. 2021 Classic flip bag. 2021



 

We are creating a pipeline  between ideation 
and creation. From concept development to 
technical packing.






WEB-3 NOTES 
  Road to the Metaverse



 

FIGURE: REMODELLED digital wearable, adapted from A-COLD-WALL* Fall 2022 
Collection


• New technology requires forward-thinking builders, 
hence the importance of constantly exploring 
opportunities.   

• The introduction of blockchain technology and the 
concept of metaverses to the fashion industry, has 
provided multiple additional avenues for exploration. 

• Within the fashion industry, it becomes of utmost 
importance to figure out what approaches will be 
most suitable, aiding seamless transition across 
realms (physical and digital). This can only be done 
through project-based exploration.

• ‘Digital Wearables’ are a very broad concept; they 
can range from garments which edge close to reality 
and can be digitally fitted on social media, to 
garments which exist on specific metaverses.

• Another key factor is that in the digital realm, 
physical laws such as gravity and material 
communication can be subverted to a certain 
degree. 

• The hope is that the more we explore, the more 
possibilities and opportunities we uncover.






















PC.—S WEARABLES

‘Coat of  many colours’ 
Prep Corp. x DressX. 2021

‘Desert boot’, Yellow. 
Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022

‘Desert boot’, Red 
Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022

‘Leather body suit’, white. 
Prep Corp. x DressX. 2021

‘Leather body suit’, brown  
Prep Corp. x DressX. 2021

‘Cyber Glass Mask’ 
Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022

‘Jumbo chain Balaclava’ 
Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022

‘Animal Varsity’ 
Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022

‘Cyber Glass Mask’ 
Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022

‘Moto Jacket’, Red 
Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022

‘Sneaker Dress’ 
Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022

The FABRICANT STUDIO 
x Scarlett Yang 2022



 More on DIGITAL WEARABLES

FIGURE: ‘DESERT BOOT’, Prep Corp. x Special Items. 2022
 FIGURE: NIKE Air Jordan

• Digital wearables are typically designed for digital spaces, 
meaning they can circumvent (to a degree) certain laws 
which govern physical spaces e.g. gravity.


• For instance, the figure above (‘DESERT BOOT’, Prep Corp. 
x Special Items) is a digital sneaker orbited by rocks. The 
possibilities of physical production here will be limited to 
the sneaker itself.


• As far as Metaverses go, each Metaverse has its own 
design requirement for digital wearables (at least for now). 
This would mean that the wearable design would need to 
be tweaked according to each Metaverse requirement.

• As PC.—S is focused on Streetwear Development, even 
our digital wearables have a streetwear element to them.


• The NIKE Jordans are one of the most significant pieces 
of streetwear, both from a design and cultural 
perspective.


• The ‘DESERT BOOT’ takes a lot of inspiration from this 
streetwear staple.






• On our Road to the Metaverse, it is very important to 
make sure that each project serves a purpose.


• So far, we have an idea of the Digital 
Wearables and Social media space 
(collaborations with Special Items and DressX); 
the public’s view of physical fashion with digital 
‘twins’ on the blockchain (our project hosted 
on Rarible); and possibilities of digital fashion 
co-creation for the Metaverse (our participation 
with The Fabricant Studio).


• The more we explore, the more we can 
contribute to finding fashion’s strategy for this 
new world.


• In the future, perhaps we would be able to 
develop a seamless pipeline between 
designing for physical production and digital 
participation (in whatever final form it takes).


